
murkowski calls for study of fallout eeffectffactect on arctic
i

washington DC althoualthoughit
relieved that the nuclear accident inin

ge
the

soviet union apparently poses no imim-
mediate serious problem to alaskansalaskasAlaskans
senator frank murkowski said he re
mains concerned about the longtermlong term
effects the radiation fallout may have
in the arctic

murkowski was briefed wednesday
by lee thomas administrator of the
environmental protection agency
and informed that based on
preliminary information any radiation
fallout that reaches alaska should not
be a threat to human health or to the
environment

thomas was appointed by president
reagan to head an interagency task
force monitoring the effects of the
soviet radiation disaster

however murkowski called on the
department of energy the national
oceanic and atmosphericandaimospheric administra-
tion NOAA the national science
foundation and the interagency arc-
tic research policy committee to
underundertaketike cmemergencyergency reresearchsearch efforts
to monitor and study tthehe longterm ef-
fectsfectsoftfisovletnuof tli& soviet nuclearcldardisastciondisaster on
alaska and americas arctic region

alaska residents have already been
exposed to abnormally high levels of
radiation dating back to soviet aboe
ground nuclearsclearsnuclearynu tests in the 95qs1950s 11

said murkowski we have data
which proves that arctic tundra lichen
preservespreservesaandhd holdsholdsradi0activityradioactivity

this is clearly a potential hazard
to human health because radiation reret

tainedbained by lichen is passed on to caribou
and reindeer that eat the lichen even
tuallydually finding its way to people who
consume the caribou and reindeer

the department of energy through
its environmental health program
and NOAA through its global
monitoring of climatic change facili-
ty in barrow alaska have monitor-
ing capabilities that can be used for
comprehensive monitoring of the
soviet radiation fallout

murkowski also said a plan should
be developed for the capabilitycapibilityfor for ad-
dressing this nuclear disasterdisasier and
future radiation fallout he has asked
the national science foundation as
the lead federal agency for arctic
research along with the presidents
arctic research commission and the
interagency arctic research policy
committee to cevelodevelodevelop I1thehe new plan

the arctic researchresea mcgrcg
policy com-

mission was createdcreate4 under legislation

by murkowskiMurkowsk to develop a research
alicypolicyolicy and a comprehensive program
ISforor americas arctic region


